Simulation vs Understanding A Tension, in Quantum Chemistry and Beyond. Part C. Toward Consilience.
In the last part of our essay, we outline a future of consilience, with a role both for fact-seekers, and for searchers for understanding. We begin by looking at the surroundings of theory and simulation, their environment in fact shaped by experiment, especially in Chemistry. Experimenters ask questions both conceptual and numerical, and so bring the communities together. Two case studies show what brings the theoretician joy in this playground, and two more detailed ones make it in detail clear that computation/simulation is anyway deeply intertwined with theory-building in what we do. From a definition of science we try to foresee how simulation and theory will interact in the AI-dominated future -- Chemistry's streak of creation provides in that conjoined future a link to Art, and a passage to a renewed vision of the sacred in science.